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      Learn Sompn’ (lyrics) 

Learn Sompn 

How the people built the peace  

Learn Sompn 

Keep it cool at the least  

Learn Sompn 

Be Kickin' peace or there's your beast 

Learn Sompn 

If they listen we can teach (twice) 

 

Human history is two sides cool let's be clear 

People's Commerce love or exploitation carries fear 

Ghandi Dr. King plant a seed n' God is near 

Course correction good direction not infections how we steer 

 

All they seem to do is flex confusion groupthink 

Don't worry we're around so profound we all stink (pound for pound) 

To us the lie is ignorance on Earth the sleeper link 

Yeah all of us have noses thoughts and need to eat and blink 

 

(Either) Civil rights they not 

Bothering with drama rot 

Death defeat before they caught 

Wish it knew cuz peace we fought 

More than that or what they bought 

Inner prize it means a lot 

We'll remain like Gandhi thought 

Know the peace is what we taught 
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As far as rap stories go with us keep it WU 

It's back to that and Gilla Reconcilla yup we bangin' U  

On running silence like we said yeah we watchin' what you do 

Intolerance delusion distractin' from the tunes 

 

Learn Sompn 

How the people built the peace  

Learn Sompn 

Keep it cool at the least  

Learn Sompn 

Be Kickin' peace or there's your beast 

Learn Sompn 

If they listen we can teach (twice) 

 

We reserve the word stupid for any sleeper dis billionaires 

Keep us out your mouth from the beginning yeah you unawares 

We in your head everyday reconciliation stares  

Right back at you even with a smile when the lovin flares 

 

Ran Man snobberies sleeper hero rivalries 

Wastin' our time with mockeries we teaching U psychologies 

We build you destroy Wellness please not you enemies 

Health reduces costs so let's start with those apologies 

 

Nemo is music piece Rapture Coolin at the least 

(We're) tired of the hate distracting from the peace 

Sleeper dis I'll be looking for us someday like a leach 
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But because of how they've been they created their own beast 

 

Learn Sompn 

How the people built the peace  

Learn Sompn 

Keep it cool at the least  

Learn Sompn 

Be Kickin' peace or there's your beast 

Learn Sompn 

If they listen we can teach (twice) 

 

Outro 

 

Peace to "Let the countdown begin"... 

 

Peace to "Couldn't get a word in edgewise"... 

 

And love to Uncle Quilly for lifting us up today. Skyhighatry. 1peace 


